Our contribution is devoted to study the ability of future chemistry teachers to organise pupils' observation of chemical phenomena. In this article measuring of multi-level means is described, which should denote a readiness of probands to perform an observation during carrying out chemical experiment. It is based on the assumption that well-prepared observers are able to work actively and to propose alternative solutions, because of their deep understanding of a procedure. In next part of this article the results of a research carried out at Faculty of Natural Sciences in Bratislava are analysed. The research was also aimed to detect if students are prepared to perform chemical experiments without a risk that they will be confused by a procedure or different course of experiment as they had expected.
Introduction
The students use to feel chemistry as very difficult subject. Why? One of the reasons of this situation could be the fact that during the chemical reactions we are able to observe the changes in macro-world, but the explanation of the core of these changes is found in micro-world, which we cannot observe directly. Further, chemists use the special symbols or relatively complicated 'language' to write down the chemistry phenomena.
For that reason the connections between the description of observed phenomena and their explanations appear very difficult to pupils. They have a lot of problems with the observation itself. It is not an obvious skill as we can see at students' laboratories. To see something does not mean to observe it. If we want the pupils will be able to observe the changes carrying out during chemical reactions, they should first learn how and when to notice the changes and learn to link the observations with theoretical knowledge.
The observation skill is useful not only in chemistry laboratory, but it has a wide application in everyday life. For that reason this topic attracts attention of chemistry teachers and didactics all over the world [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Performed researches are aimed at a description of present situation. The results show that the pupils are able to observe no more that one from each tree changes, which could be observed during chemical reaction. Another problem that we can see in the area of observation is harmonious connection among the parts of observation process that contains observation of changes during reaction, their explanation and their record in chemical 'language'.
Where we see the main cause of these problems? The teachers do not meet the constructivist approach to the formation of the relevant knowledge and skills. We do not give enough time to real observation and follow-up explanation of the observed phenomena. There are also a lot of time needed to cope with the symbolic recording and wider interpretation of observed changes. If the pupils obtained knowledge and skills linked with the observation in gradual process without time pressure they would not have any problems with the connection of the constituent steps of this process.
Our chemistry curriculum is full of new terms, definitions and tasks, so time became the main problem. Because of the time some parts of cognitive process are shortened inappropriately. Usually the real observation is the most cut. We mostly work on an assumption that if we teach students the principles of the processes, so they will know what they would see really during practical experimentation. It is also supposed that the students will understand how they should observe the changes and write down and explain their core. But the reality is different. If we asked students what they observed, for example during the electrolysis of copper(II) chloride, we often obtained the answer like this: "Anions of chlorine go to the anode, loss the electrons and they are oxidised on the chlorine atom. Cations move to the cathode, where they gain the electrons and are changed to the cupper atoms." On these and similar statements it is seen that predominantly the theoretic explanation of the electrolysis was explained. The real observation, the changes that are seen with our senses, was not used to come out from it. The connection between the macro and micro world was not used.
This indicates that the teacher have the significant function in the looking for the reasons of this state, but also in the searching for the ways for its improving. We would like to aim our attention on this aspect of the described subject in our contribution.
Aim
We concentrate on a finding if preparation of future chemistry teachers is adequately efficient from the point of view of organisation and control of pupils' observation.
Methodological issues
We created a special test called 'The Test of Observation Prediction' (TOP) which should indicate readiness of the probands to perform the observation during carrying out chemical experiment. We can characterise TOP as a double-level test. It consists of two parts. The assembling of the TOP was proceeded from the assumption that good prepared observer is able to seek single phenomena actively, anticipate them according to deep understanding of a procedure. He or she can feel the uncertainties, insufficient accuracy of a description of the constituent steps of the procedure. He or she is also able to predict alternative observations depending on real performing of the single parts of the experiment.
The next part of the TOP should indicate knowledge of the probands touching the bases of described experiment.
According to a short outline of the experiment the probands should: -predict the single observations during carrying out the procedure, -discover the uncertainties, incomplete information in the procedure, -write down the alternative changes in the system and observations arising from the uncertainties of the procedure. The last part of the TOP consisted of a didactic test, which indicated the probands' knowledge from the described issue.
The TOP had this assignment:
First part
You should carry out following experiment: 1) Pour vinegar in the quarter of a test tube.
2) Add a drop of universal indicator and stir the solution.
3) Then add a bit of solid sodium hydrogen carbonate. 4) After all add several drops of hydrochloric acid solution.
The subtests: 1) In points write what you could observe within carrying out of the experiment described above.
Try to write all possible changes (observations). 2) Write, in which steps the instructions are not precise enough and if it is possible to observe different changes, results. Explain why you think these steps are not accurate. 3) Write the alternatives of observation because of inaccurate instructions. Realization 141 students took part in our research. Participating students were studying for future chemistry teachers at master degree at Faculty of Natural Sciences Comenius University in Bratislava. In the first part of the research, students solved the first part -tasks No. 1-3 and immediately after they solved the didactic test. They were not allowed to make changes in the first parts of the TOP after starting to solve the questions of didactic test.
Second part -Test

Results and discussion
At the beginning of this part we would like to predict possible students' answers according to the expected level of their knowledge. Figure 1 describes the results obtained in the research. We can arise from a qualitative analysis of the results that students were principally able to notice changes in colour related with a presence of a universal acid-base indicator. Second direction linked with the formation of carbon dioxide and other observations connected with it was mentioned less often. Different physical properties were stated even less. These statements are truth in principle for all levels of TOP. There is also obvious that the students only mentioned the solutions directly and clearly linked with the single steps of the procedure. In case that the given solution could be formed only after linking and logical processing of many different information the frequency of its occurrence was markedly lower. (See a possible formation of carbon dioxide after adding of hydrochloric acid.) The quantitative aspect of probands' performance is shown in Table 1 . In next part of quantitative analysis we searched success rate. As we can see in Table  2 , average number of solutions mentioned by students oscillates from 6.88 to 16.92% in tasks 1-3, while the test was solved on 74.47%. We can conclude from this difference that the students knew an explanation and theoretical interpretation or chemical notations of single processes sufficiently. But the first part of the observation process -observation itself, would be difficult for them. As it follows from this part of analysis the main attention was paid to theoretical chemical notation and explanation of chemical phenomena during chemistry lessons. The preparation on observation is not sufficient in all directions from point of view of our postulates -neither in using information included in procedure to estimating possible observations nor in discovering of uncertainties included in procedure nor in prediction of possible variations in observation considering the inaccuracy of given procedure. The bases of the analysis of mutual associations of single levels of TOP are shown in Table 3 . The values of correlation coefficients between the tasks and tasks on the one side and test on second side (except the relation between task 2 and test) show a statistically significant relationship at the 99% confidence level. The correlation coefficient and R-squared values indicate a lower or moderately strong relationship. The results of task 2 and 3 relate most tightly.
As the Pearson correlation coefficient shows a statistically significant relationship between the results of task 1 and test and also between task 3 and test, we can say that the students' preparedness to observe proceeding phenomena are to a certain extent influenced by their theoretical knowledge. On the other hand we can state that this ability is also determined by other factors as the level of intellectual abilities, skills and habits related with experimental work.
Conclusions
The results of our research indicate that future chemistry teachers are able to understand a core of chemical experiment's procedure only to a certain extent. They have problems with linking of information from a given procedure with real performing of experiment and with meaningful activities during observation, evaluation and interpretation of data obtained during carrying out an experiment. Some parts of observation are unseen to them to a large degree. Most frequently students notice the changes in colour. We can also say that described means showed that the theoretical base of chemical experiment -its explanation, interpretation and notation, is most emphasised part of chemical experiments. This part causes only small problems to students. Little attention is paid to real observation, which should be the first part of chemical experiment.
In our research we also verified an applicability of TOP. We can say that this multi-level test can be used to discover students' abilities to perform chemical experiments meaningfully or to rule pupils' carrying out of experiments without a danger that they will be confused by uncertainties in a procedure or different course of experiment as was awaited.
The findings acquired during performing our research can contribute to improve preparing of future chemistry teachers for carrying out chemical experiments and ruling pupils' cognitive operations during doing experiments.
